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Portland State University Population Projections 2010-2025 (2025 Population / 2010 
Population :: Individuals over 60 by Race (Left) :: Individuals over 85 by Race (Right) :: 
Change in relative racial composition of Multnomah County Population  
 
The above graphic highlights the projected change of racial and ethnic composition in 
Multnomah County from 2010 to 2015, and the growing racial diversity of our aging 
population.  
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MID:  
The above graphic represents the estimated population increase by race and ethnicity 
from 2010 to 2025. The size of the person graphic represents the relative changes 
between these groups (approx.). Hispanic is seperated by a dividing line to bring 
awareness to the observer that they represent different population figures. 
 
This figure highlights the growing population of Hispanic, African-American, and other 
non-white populations into the MID service area  
 
EAST: 
The above graphic represents the estimated population increase by race and ethnicity 
from 2010 to 2025. The size of the person graphic represents the relative changes 
between these groups (approx.). Hispanic is separated by a dividing line to bring 
awareness to the observer that they represent different population figures. 
 
This figure highlights the growing population of Hispanic, Asian, African-American, 
and other non-white populations into the EAST service area  
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NNE:  
The above graphic represents the estimated population increase by race and ethnicity from 
2010 to 2025. The size of the person graphic represents the relative changes between these 
groups (approx.). Hispanic is seperated by a dividing line to bring awareness to the observer 
that they represent different population figures. 
 
This figure highlights the growing population of Hispanic persons to the NNE Service area, it 
also shows a more equally distributed population growth projection (race) than our other 
branches.  
 
WEST: 
The above graphic represents the estimated population increase by race and ethnicity from 
2010 to 2025. The size of the person graphic represents the relative changes between these 
groups (approx.). Hispanic is seperated by a dividing line to bring awareness to the observer 
that they represent different population figures. 
 
This figure highlights the growing population of Hispanic, Asian, African-American 
populations into the WEST service area  
 
SE:  
The above graphic represents the estimated population increase by race and ethnicity from 
2010 to 2025. The size of the person graphic represents the relative changes between these 
groups (approx.). Hispanic is seperated by a dividing line to bring awareness to the observer 
that they represent different population figures. 
 
This figure highlights the growing population of Hispanic, and other non-recorded non-white 
populations into the SE service area  
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Sources: 
Distinct Multnomah County UCR Clients who accessed services July 1 2014 - June 30 
2015 (FY15) - GeoAddress Matched Clients (93% of total) :: Multnomah County GIS 
Services District Area Map  
 
Description:  
The above graphic shows the number of clients who used services within each 
designated district service area, based on their home address.  
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Description: 
This graphic shoes the population density of our clients relative to the overall 
population of persons aged 65 and over in Multnomah County. You will note the high 
concentration between Mid and SE, as well as in the downtown area.  
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Source: UCR Database of distinct clients :: Bureau of Labor Statistics 2013 5-YR 
Estimates - DP05 Population Statistics By Census Tract :: Bureau of Labor Statistics 
2013 5-YR Estimates - B05003 Nativity by Sex and Age By Census Tract  
 
The above graphic identifies that our client population is more racially/ethnically 
diverse than that of the county as a whole, and highlights the relatively small 
allocation of culturally specific meals to client population who are more likely to 
prefer them. 
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Description: 
The above graphic has two figures, the funds that were spend in for each district 
center, and that figure divided by the number of clients who live within that 
geographic area to get an expenditure per client measurement. These figures and 
heatmap are overlayed with the client distribution map.  
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Source:  
Census Bureau 2013 ACS 5YR B22001 - # of Households receiving Food Stamp 
Benefits by Census Tract - With at least one member of household over 60 Years of 
Age 
 
Description: 
The above graphic shows the number of individuals per census tract area who receive 
SNAP benefits. 
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Source: Census Bureau ACS2013 5YR - B01001A-I - Population by Race and Ethnicity 
by Age and Sex --- DP05 Population Statistics  
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Source: PSU Population projection 2010  
 
Description: The above graphic shows geographic hotspots by census tract for 
disabled persons between the ages of 18 and 59, analysis uses natural breaks to 
determine brackets.  
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Source: PSU Population projection 2010  
 
Description: The above graphic shows geographic hotspots by census tract for 
disabled persons over the age of 65, analysis uses natural breaks to determine 
brackets.  
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Source: Census Bureau ACS2013 5YR – B23024 – Poverty Statistics by Disability Status 
by Census Block Group  
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Source: Census Bureau ACS2013 5YR - B01001A-I - Population by Race and Ethnicity 
by Age and Sex --- DP05 Population Statistics  
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Census Bureau ACS13 5-yr, B17017 
 
% of households below poverty level (Households below poverty level / total # of 
households) 
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Description:  
The above graphic highlights the move east of that non-white population in the last 
10 years. 
The Percent Change in Populations of Color indicator shows the rate of change 
between 2000 and 2010 for the population identifying as anything except “white, 
non-Hispanic” by census tract.   
This “populations of color” category was derived by subtracting the white, non-
Hispanic population from the total population of each census tract.   
The rate of change was then calculated by subtracting the 2000 populations of color 
from the 2010 populations of color and then dividing this number by the 2000 
populations of color.   
 Source: Coalition for a Livable Future - Regional Equity Atlas  
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Question #1 
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Who have we left out? How do we reach them?  
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Who have we left out? How might we conduct outreach? 
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Small group. Last 40 minutes of session. Two 20 minute sessions world café style. 
Facilitated conversation to organize and prioritize/group these ideas. Go to focus area 
that most intrigues you. Stay or move to 2nd location. Come together at the end to 
debrief process.  
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How do we analyze community feedback? Can the community do this and how? On 
site – on that day? 
What info do people need to navigate the room?  
What needs to be translated? What might we need for interpretation? 
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How do you want to be involved? How might your current priorities need to shift to 
make this happen? 
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